We describe Zhu recursion for a vertex operator algebra (VOA) on a general genus Riemann surface in the Schottky uniformization where n-point correlation functions are written as linear combinations of pn´1q-point functions with universal coefficients. These coefficients are identified with specific geometric structures on the Riemann surface. We apply Zhu recursion to the Heisenberg VOA and determine all its correlation functions. For a general VOA, Zhu recursion with respect to the Virasoro vector is shown to lead to conformal Ward identities expressed in terms of derivatives with respect to the surface moduli. We derive linear partial differential equations for the Heisenberg VOA partition function and various structures such as the bidifferential of the second kind, holomorphic 1-forms and the period matrix. We also compute the genus g partition function for an even lattice VOA.
Introduction
Conformal field theories on Riemann surfaces have been studied by physicists for over 30 years e.g. [AGMV, EO] . The purpose of this paper is to make some of these ideas explicitly realizable within Vertex Operator Algebra (VOA) theory e.g. [K, LL, MT1] . This work follows earlier results for genus two [MT2, MT3, GT] and higher [TZ, T2] . In his seminal paper [Z] , Zhu describes a recursion formula for genus one n-point correlation functions for a VOA in terms of a finite linear combination of pn´1q-point functions with universal coefficients given by Weierstrass elliptic functions. Zhu recursion provides a powerful calculational tool which, for example, was used by Zhu to prove convergence and modularity of the simple module partition functions for rational C 2 cofinite VOAs [Z] . Zhu recursion was recently extended to correlation functions on a genus two surface formed by sewing two tori [GT] . In this work we describe Zhu recursion for VOA correlation functions on a general genus Riemann surface in the Schottky uniformization. We obtain higher genus universal coefficients analogous to Weierstrass functions which are described by explicit geometric objects e.g. we prove that 1-point functions are determined by holomorphic differentials. We consider applications to the Heisenberg VOA and the development of conformal Ward identities expressed in terms of explicit differential operators giving the variation with respect to the Riemann surface moduli.
In Section 2 we briefly review the classical Schottky uniformization of a genus g Riemann surface S g [Fo, FK, Bo] . In particular, we use non-standard Schottky parameters suitable for our later VOA calculations.
Section 3 begins with some standard VOA theory e.g. [K, LL, MT1] . We develop genus zero Zhu recursion theory for an n-point function involving a conformal weight N quasiprimary vector which is expressed as a sum of pn´1q-point functions with VOA independent coefficients which are not unique due to an p2N´1q-fold correlation function symmetry.
Section 4 is concerned with Zhu recursion on S g . We define the genus g partition and n-point functions for simple self-dual VOAs of strong CFT-type (with a unique invertible invariant bilinear form [FHL, Li] ) in terms of infinite sums of certain genus zero correlation functions (that depend on Schottky parameters and Riemann surface points). We prove that these definitions agree with Zhu's trace functions at genus one [Z] . We describe the Möbius SL 2 pCq covariance properties of genus g correlation functions. Our main result (Theorem 4.2) describes the genus g Zhu recursion formula. The proof relies partly on genus zero Zhu recursion but also on other recursion properties following from the invariance of the bilinear form. We find that the coefficients in our Zhu recursion formula contain universal terms, Ψ N px, yq and Θ a px, ℓq, expressed as certain formal series. Ψ N px, yq is the genus g analogue of the leading Weierstrass term in the original genus one Zhu recursion formula.
In Section 5 we identify the universal coefficients Ψ N px, yq and Θ a px, ℓq for genus g ě 2. In particular, Ψ N px, yq is shown to be a convergent Poincaré sum over the genus g Schottky group with summand chosen by exploiting the p2N´1q-fold symmetry for genus zero correlation functions. For N " 1 we find that Ψ 1 px, yq is the classical differential of the third kind [Fa, Bo] with a simple pole at x " y. For N ě 2 we find Ψ N px, yq is meromorphic with a simple pole at x " y. It is an N-differential in x and a p1´Nqquasidifferential in y with cocycles as introduced by Bers [Be1] and is referred to as a GEM form (Green's function with Extended Meromorphicity) in [T1] . The other universal coefficients Θ a px, ℓq (where a " 1, . . . , g and ℓ " 1, . . . , 2N´2) are related to Ψ N px, yq and define a spanning set of holomorphic N-differentials on S g . In particular, these describe the space of 1-point functions for quasiprimary vectors of weight N. An alternative canonical choice for the GEM form Ψ Can N px, yq is also discussed where the coefficients Θ a px, ℓq are replaced by a pg´1qp2N´1q-dimensional canonically normalized basis of holomorphic N-differentials.
Section 6 discusses applications of genus g Zhu recursion. We determine all n-point functions for the Heisenberg VOA in terms of the classical bidifferential of the second kind extending previous results at genus two [MT2, MT3, GT] . Zhu recursion with respect to the Virasoro vector for a general VOA leads to various conformal Ward identities. We find that the Virasoro 1-point function is given by the action of a canonical differential operator on the partition function describing its variation with respect to the surface moduli with coefficients given by holomorphic 2-differentials generalizing genus two results of [GT] . The deeper relationship of this differential operator to Beltrami differentials [A] is discussed in [T1] . We derive linear partial differential equations for the Heisenberg VOA partition function and some standard objects [Fa, Mu, Bo] on S g such as the bidifferential of the second kind, the projective connection, holomorphic 1-differentials and the period matrix -the latter case being a reformulation of Rauch's identity [R, O] . We conclude with an expression for the partition function for an even lattice VOA in terms of the Siegel lattice theta function and the Heisenberg partition function, which generalises results of [MT2, MT3] . Acknowledgements. We thank Tom Gilroy, Geoff Mason and Hiroshi Yamauchi for a number of very helpful comments and suggestions.
The Schottky Uniformization of Riemann Surfaces
2.1. The Schottky uniformization of a Riemann surface. Consider a compact marked Riemann surface S g of genus g, e.g. [FK, Mu, Fa, Bo] , with canonical homology basis α a , β a for a P I`" t1, 2, . . . , gu. We review the construction of a genus g Riemann surface S g using the Schottky uniformization where we sew g handles to the Riemann sphere S 0 -p C :" C Y t8u e.g. [Fo, Bo] . Every Riemann surface can be (non-uniquely) Schottky uniformized [Be2] .
For a P I " t˘1,˘2, . . . ,˘gu let C a Ă S 0 be 2g non-intersecting Jordan curves where z P C a , z 1 P C´a for a P I`are identified by a sewing relation
for q a with 0 ă |q a | ă 1 and W˘a P p C. Thus z 1 " γ a z for a P I`with
σ a pW´aq " 0 and σ a pW a q " 8 are, respectively, attractive and repelling fixed points of Z Ñ Z 1 " q a Z for Z " σ a z and Z 1 " σ a z 1 . W´a and W a are the corresponding fixed points for γ a . We identify the standard homology cycles α a with C´a and β a with a path connecting z P C a to z 1 " γ a z P C´a.
The genus g Schottky group Γ is the free group with generators γ a . Define γ´a :" γ´1 a . The independent elements of Γ are reduced words of length k of the form γ " γ a 1 . . . γ a k where a i ‰´a i`1 for each i " 1, . . . , k´1.
Let ΛpΓq denote the limit set of Γ i.e. the set of limit points of the action of Γ on p C. Then S g » Ω 0 {Γ where Ω 0 :" p C´ΛpΓq. We let D Ă p C denote the standard connected fundamental region with oriented boundary curves C a .
Define w a :" γ´a.8. Using (1) we find
where we define q´a :" q a . Then (1) is equivalent to
Let ∆ a be the disc with centre w a and radius |ρ a | 1 2 . It is convenient to choose the Jordan curve C a to be the boundary of ∆ a . Then γ a maps the exterior (interior) of ∆ a to the interior (exterior) of ∆´a since |γ a z´w´a||z´w a | " |ρ a |. Furthermore, the discs ∆ a , ∆ b are non-intersecting if and only if
We define C g to be the set tpw a , w´a, ρ a q|a P I`u Ă C 3g satisfying (7). We refer to C g as the Schottky parameter space.
The relation (1) is Möbius invariant for γ " p A B C D q P SL 2 pCq with pz, z 1 , W a , q a q Ñ pγz, γz 1 , γW a , q a q giving an SL 2 pCq action on C g as follows
We define Schottky space as S g :" C g {SL 2 pCq which provides a natural covering space for the moduli space of genus g Riemann surfaces (of dimension 1 for g " 1 and 3g´3 for g ě 2). Despite the more complicated Möbius action, we exploit the C g parameterization in this work because the sewing relation (4) is more readily implemented in the theory of vertex operators than the traditional relation (1).
Vertex Operator Algebras and Genus Zero Zhu Recursion
3.1. Vertex Operator Algebras. We review aspects of vertex operator algebras e.g. [K, FHL, LL, MT1] . A Vertex Operator Algebra (VOA) is a quadruple pV, Y p¨,¨q, ½, ωq consisting of a graded vector space V " À ně0 V n with two distinguished elements: the vacuum vector ½ P V 0 and the Virasoro conformal vector ω P V 2 . For each u P V there exists a vertex operator, a Laurent series in a formal variable z given by
for modes upnq P EndpV q where u " up´1q½ and upnq½ " 0 @ n ě 0. Vertex operators are local: for each u, v P V there exists an integer N ě 0 such that px´yq N rY pu, xq, Y pv, yqs " 0. 
We quote a number of basic VOA properties e.g. [K, FHL, LL, MT1] .
The commutator identity: for all u, v P V we have
where B pjq z :" 1 j! B j z . The expression (11) is particularly useful for our later purposes. The associativity identity: for each u, v P V there exists M ě 0 such that
There is a Möbius action for γ " p a b c d q P SL 2 pCq on vertex operators [DGM, K] 
In particular, associated with the Möbius map z Ñ ρ z , for a given scalar ρ, we define an adjoint vertex operator [FHL, Li] Y : ρ pu, zq :"
For quasiprimary u (i.e. Lp1qu " 0) of weight N we have
e.g. L :
ρ pnq " ρ n Lp´nq. A bilinear form x¨,¨y ρ on V is said to be invariant if xY pu, zqv, wy ρ " xv, Y : ρ pu, zqwy ρ , @ u, v, w P V.
x¨,¨y ρ is symmetric where xu, vy ρ " 0 for wtpuq ‰ wtpvq [FHL] and xu, vy ρ " ρ N xu, vy 1 , N " wtpuq " wtpvq.
We assume throughout that V is of strong CFT-type i.e. V 0 " C½ and Lp1qV 1 " 0. Then the bilinear form with normalisation x½, ½y ρ " 1 is unique [Li] . We also assume that V is simple and self-dual (V is isomorphic to the contragredient module as a V -module). Then the bilinear form is non-degenerate [Li] . We refer to this unique invariant non-degenerate bilinear form as the Li-Zamolodchikov (Li-Z) metric.
Genus Zero Zhu Recursion.
We develop genus zero Zhu theory in more generality than in ref. [Z] . In particular, we describe a p2N´1q-fold symmetry for genus zero n point functions associated with a quasiprimary vector of weight N. This is exploited in the later genus g analysis.
Define the genus zero n-point (correlation) function for v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n P V for formal y 1 , . . . , y n by
where x¨,¨y is the Li-Z metric with ρ " 1 and Y pv, yq :" Y pv 1 , y 1 q . . . Y pv n , y n q. Z p0q pv, yq depends only on the n given vertex operators and is a rational function of y 1 , . . . , y n which can thus be interpreted as points on p C (cf. Remark 3.2). We also define the n-point correlation differential form F p0q pv, yq :" Z p0q pv, yqdy wtpvq ,
where dy wtpvq :" ś n k"1 dy wtpv k q k for homogeneous v k extended by linearity for general v k . Let u be quasiprimary of weight N. Using (15) we find upℓq½ " u : pℓq½ " 0, for all 0 ď ℓ ď 2N´2 so that 0 " xu : pℓq½, Y pv, yq½y " x½, upℓqY pv, yq½y " x½, rupℓq, Y pv, yqs ½y.
Apply the commutator identity (11) this implies that for 0 ď ℓ ď 2N´2
where B pjq k :" 1 j! B j y k . Thus we find a genus zero analogue of [Z] , Proposition 4.3.1. Lemma 3.1. Let u be quasiprimary of weight N. Then n ÿ k"1˜ÿ jě0 Z p0q p. . . ; upjqv k , y k ; . . .qB pjq k¸p py k q " 0, for any ppyq P Π 2N´2 pyq, the space of degree 2N´2 polynomials in y.
Remark 3.1. For the conformal vector u " ω with N " 2 then Lemma 3.1 is the genus zero conformal Ward identity.
We now develop a genus zero Zhu recursion formula for Z p0q pu, x; v, yq for quasiprimary u of weight N. First note that for all v P V and s ă 0 0 " xup´s´1q½, vy " x½, u : p´s´1qvy " p´1q N x½, ups`2N´1qvy.
Hence we find using commutativity (11) that
and where B pi,jq f px, yq :" B piq x B pjq y f px, yq for a function f px, yq. Here and below we use the formal binomial expansion convention that
for m P Z and formal x, y. Lemma 3.1 implies that we may replace ζ N px, yq by ψ p0q N px, yq :"
for any Laurent series f ℓ pxq for ℓ " 0, . . . , 2N´2. Thus we find Theorem 3.1 (Quasiprimary Genus Zero Zhu Recursion). Let u be quasiprimary of weight N. Then
Remark 3.2. Choosing f ℓ pxq " 0 we obtain the neatest form of Zhu recursion (which implies that genus zero n-point functions are rational) using
However for our later purposes it is more useful to consider more general ψ p0q N px, yq. Associativity (12) implies (up to a rational multiplier) that
Considering the x expansions
and comparing the coefficients of x t for t ě 0 we obtain Theorem 3.2 (Quasiprimary Genus Zero Zhu Recursion II). Let u be quasiprimary of weight N. Then for all t ě 0 we have
Remark 3.3. Using locality, we can allow the up´t´1q mode to act on any v k for k " 1, . . . , n and adjust the right hand side accordingly. A similar recursion formula for a general quasiprimary descendant can be found.
These results can be expressed in terms of formal differential forms (18).
Genus g Zhu Recursion
In this section we introduce formal partition and n-point correlation functions for a VOA associated to a genus g Riemann surface S g in the Schottky scheme with sewing relation (4) of §2. The approach taken is a generalization of the genus two sewing schemes of [MT2, MT3] and genus two Zhu recursion of [GT] . Initially, all expressions will be functions of formal variables w˘a, ρ a and vertex operator parameters. We later describe a genus g Zhu recursion formula with universal coefficients that have a geometrical meaning and are meromorphic on S g for all pw˘a, ρ a q P C g . This is a generalization of the genus zero situation above and for genus one where one finds elliptic Weierstrass functions [Z] . From this section onwards (except for n-point functions) genus g objects will normally carry no genus label whereas genus zero objects will be notated e.g. ψ p0q N . 4.1. Genus g formal partition and n-point functions. We first note an important lemma which we exploit below. Recall that the Li-Z metric x¨,¨y of (16) (where we suppress the ρ subscript for clarity) is invertible and that xu, vy " 0 for wtpuq ‰ wtpvq for homogeneous u, v. Let tbu be a homogeneous basis for V with Li-Z dual basis tbu.
Similarly for c P V n`N´m´1 we find wtpu : pmqcq " n from (15) so that
Hence the result follows on relabelling.
Remark 4.1. Suppose that U is a subVOA of V and W Ă V is a U-module. For u P U and homogeneous W-basis twu we may then extend (26) to obtain ÿ
For each a P I`, let tb a u denote a homogeneous V -basis and let tb a u be the dual basis with respect to the Li-Z metric x¨,¨y 1 i.e. with ρ " 1. Define
for a formal ρ a (later identified with a Schottky sewing parameter). Then tb´au is a dual basis for the Li-Z metric x¨,¨y ρa with adjoint (15)
for u quasiprimary of weight N. Let b`" pb 1 , . . . , b g q denote an element of a V bg -basis with dual basis b´" pb´1, . . . , b´gq with respect to the Li-Z metric x¨,¨y ρa . Let w a for a P I be 2g formal variables (later identified with the canonical Schottky parameters). Consider the genus zero 2g-point correlation function
We can now define the genus g partition function as
for w, ρ " w˘1, ρ 1 , . . . , w˘g, ρ g and where the sum is over any basis tb`u of V bg . This definition is motivated by the sewing relation (4) and ideas in [MT2, MT3] .
Remark 4.2. Note that Z pgq V depends on ρ a via the dual vectors b´as in (27). In particular, setting ρ a " 0 for some a P I`then Z pgq V degenerates to a genus g´1 partition function. Furthermore, the genus g partition function for the tensor product
We may define the genus g formal n-point function for n vectors v 1 , . . . , v n P V inserted at y 1 , . . . , y n by
where Z p0q pv, y; b, wq " Z p0q pv 1 , y 1 ; . . . ; v n , y n ; b´1, w´1; . . . ; b g , w g q. We show below in Theorem 4.1 that this definition concurs with that of Zhu for genus one [Z] .
Let U be a subVOA of V where V has a U-module decomposition V " À αPA W α for U-modules W α and some indexing set A. Let W α " Â g a"1 W αa denote a tensor product of g modules labelled α 1 , . . . , α g . We define
where here the sum is over a basis tb`u for W α . It follows that
where the sum ranges over α " pα 1 , . . . , α g q P A for A " A bg . Finally, it is useful to define corresponding formal n-point correlation differential forms
Comparison to genus one trace functions. We now show that we obtain Zhu's definition [Z] of a genus one n-point function (including the partition function 1 ) from our genus g definition (30) when g " 1. In this case there are three Schottky parameters W˘1 and q " q 1 with corresponding canonical coordinates w˘1 and ρ " ρ 1 . The Schottky
where W " W 1´W´1 from (2). For x P D then ζ " log X where X " σx " x´W´1 x´W 1 lies in a fundamental region with periods 2πi, 2πiτ in the standard description of a torus with modular parameter q " e 2πiτ .
The genus one n-point function for v 1 , . . . , v n is defined by Zhu by the trace [Z]
where we have omitted the standard q´C {24 factor introduced to enhance the SL 2 pZq modular properties of trace functions. Comparing to our definition (30) we find
x i´W1 for i " 1, . . . , n. In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we require the following identities:
Proposition 4.1. The sl 2 pCq generators Lp˘1q, Lp0q obey the relations:
e xLp´1q e yLp1q " p1´xyq Lp0q e yLp1q e xLp´1q p1´xyq Lp0q .
Proof. (35)-(37) are standard vertex algebra results as follows [FHL] . (35) (36) and (37) follow. Let Kpx, yq denote the right hand side of (38). Using (35)-(37) we find B x Kpx, yq " Lp´1qKpx, yq so that Kpx, yq " e xLp´1q Kp0, yq " e xLp´1q e yLp1q .
An elementary Lie algebra proof follows by verifying (35)-(38) for the fundamental slp2, Cq Lie algebra representation with the canonical identifications: Lp´1q " p 0 1 0 0 q, Lp0q " p 1 0 0´1 q and Lp1q " p 0 0 1 0 q and SL 2 pCq elements e xLp´1q " p 1 x 0 1 q, e yLp1q "`1 0
recalling (17) for standard Li-Z metric with ρ " 1. For σ of (33) we note that
where c " p´W q´1 {2 and d "´p´W q´1 {2 W 1 . Applying (13) for σ and recalling from (5) that ρ "´qW 2 {p1´qq 2 we obtain
Hence using trpABq " trpBAq we obtain using (35) . Letting x " q, y "´p1´qq´1 so that 1´xy " p1´qq´1 in (39) we find e qLp´1q e´1 1´q Lp1q e´q p1´qqLp´1q e 1 p1´qq 2 Lp1q p1´qq 2Lp0q " Id V .
Thus we have shown that
. Therefore the theorem holds.
4.3. SL 2 pCq-invariance. For W a of (1) define the differential operators 2
satisfying the slp2, Cq algebra rL r , L s s " pr´sqL r`s . From (3) and (5) Proposition 4.2. The genus g partition function is SL 2 pCq-invariant with L r Z pgq V " 0, r "´1, 0, 1. Proof. Let ℓ " 0 and u " ω in (19) Altogether summing over a V bg -basis we obtain L 1 Z pgq V " 0. By a similar analysis we find in general that for n-point functions:
where L y r "´ř n k"1 y r`1 k B k for r " 0,˘1. Example 4.1. For g " 1 for quasiprimary v 1 , . . . , v n then Theorem 4.1 implies
It is easy to check Proposition 4.3 (1) and (2) 
with genus one translation symmetry where from (34) and for fixed α We derive a Zhu reduction formula given in Theorem 4.2 generalizing Theorem 3.1 to genus g. We firstly apply Theorem 3.1 to the summands of (30) to find
Define a column vector X " pX a pmqq indexed by m ě 0 and a P I with components
and a row vector ppxq " pp a px, mqq for m ě 0, a P I with components
Then the genus zero Zhu recursion formula (43) can be rewritten as
We next develop a recursive formula for X following the genus two approach in [GT] . We apply Lemma 4.1 to the summands of X a pmq with adjoint (28) to find
In particular, (47) implies that for 0 ď ℓ ď 2N´2 then
Let t " m´2N`1 ě 0 and use Theorem 3.2 and Remark 3.3 so that (47) implies
We can rewrite this as X a pmq " pG`RXq a pm´2N`1q, m ě 2N´1,
with column vector G " pG a pmqq for m ě 0, a P I given by
where qpyq " pq a py; mqq for m ě 0, a P I is a column vector with components q a py; mq :" p´1q N ρ
and R " pR ab pm, nqq for m, n ě 0 and a, b P I is a doubly indexed matrix with components R ab pm, nq :"
We note from (24) that R ab pm, nq " 0 for a "´b for all n ě 2N´1.
Define the doubly indexed matrix ∆ " p∆ ab pm, nqq by ∆ ab pm, nq :" δ m,n`2N´1 δ ab .
Note that ∆ satisfies the identities
for projection matrix Π " pΠ ab pm, nqq with components Π ab pm, nq :" # δ ab δ mn for 0 ď m, n ď 2N´2, 0 otherwise.
Equation (49) can thus be written X a pmq " p∆pG`RXqq a pmq, m ě 2N´1.
Next define X K :" ∆ T X, X Π :" ΠX.
Using (53) we have
We can use the relation X " pΠ`pI´ΠqqX " X Π`∆ X K , to obtain
where r R " R∆. Formally solving for X K gives:
where the formal inverse pI´r Rq´1 is given bý
Altogether we have found Lemma 4.2. Let u be a quasiprimary vector with wtpuq " N. Then X " X Π`∆´I´r R¯´1 RX Π`∆´I´r R¯´1 G.
Recalling the preliminary Zhu recursion formula (46), we can substitute for X using Lemma 4.2 to obtain the recursion formula
where χpxq " pχ a px; ℓqq and opu; v, yq " po a pu; v, y; ℓqq are finite row and column vectors indexed by a P I, 0 ď ℓ ď 2N´2 with χ a px; ℓq :" ρ´ℓ 2 a pppxq`r ppxqpI´r Rq´1Rq a pℓq,
and where r ppxq " ppxq∆ and ψ N px, yq is defined by
The relation (48) 
where for each a P I`we define a vector θ a pxq " pθ a px; ℓqq indexed by 0 ď ℓ ď 2N´2 with components θ a px; ℓq :" χ a px; ℓq`p´1q N ρ N´1´ℓ a χ´apx; 2N´2´ℓq.
Now define the following vectors of formal differential forms P pxq :" ppxqdx N , Qpyq :" qpyqdy 1´N ,
with r P pxq " P pxq∆. Then with Ψ N px, yq :" ψ N px, yqdx N dy 1´N we have
Defining Θ a px; ℓq :" θ a px; ℓqdx N and O a pu; v, y; ℓq :" o a pu; v, y; ℓqdy wtpvq we obtain our main result:
Theorem 4.2 (Quasiprimary Genus g Zhu Recursion). The genus g n-point formal differential for a quasiprimary vector u of weight wtpuq " N inserted at x and general vectors v 1 , . . . , v n inserted at y 1 , . . . , y n respectively, satisfies the recursive identity 
Remark 4.5. The Θ a pxq, Ψ N px, yq coefficients depend on N " wtpuq but are otherwise independent of the VOA V . As such, they are the analogue of the genus zero Ψ p0q N px, yq coefficients and the genus one Weierstrass coefficients found in [Z] . We note that for a 1-point function, (62) implies
Much as for Corollary 3.1 we may generalise Theorem 4.2 to find:
Corollary 4.1 (General Genus g Zhu Recursion). The genus g formal n-point differential for a quasiprimary descendant 1 i! Lp´1q i u of u of weight N inserted at x and general vectors v 1 , . . . , v n inserted at y 1 , . . . , y n respectively, satisfies the recursive identity
Lastly, we may describe a version of Theorem 4.2 for U-modules of a subVOA U Ă V . Let V " À αPA W α be the U-module decomposition for modules W α with some indexing set A. Let W α " Â g a"1 W αa denote a tensor product as in (31) of g of these modules. Then by Remark 4.1 we find Theorem 4.3. The pn`1q-point differential form F pgq Wα pu, x; v, yq for a quasiprimary vector u P U of weight N inserted at x and v 1 , . . . , v n P V inserted at y 1 , . . . , y n respectively, satisfies the recursive identity 
A genus g version of Theorem 3.2 can also be developed.
5.
Convergence of Ψ N px, yq and Θ a px; ℓq 5.1. A Poincaré sum for Ψ N px, yq. In this section we rewrite Ψ N px, yq as a Poincaré sum over the Schottky group γ P Γ of §2.1 with summand Ψ p0q N pγx, yq. The convergence of this sum depends on the choice of f ℓ pxq terms in ψ p0q N px, yq. For N " 1 we show that we may choose ψ p0q 1 px, yq so that Ψ 1 px, yq is a classical differential of the third kind and each Θ a px; 0q is a holomorphic 1-form. For N ě 2, for a choice of ψ p0q N px, yq due to Bers [Be1] , the Poincaré sum is holomorphic for x ‰ y for all x, y P D " p C´Y aPI ∆ a , the fundamental Schottky domain together with identified boundaries γ a C a "´C´a where ∆ a is the disc with boundary C a . Furthermore tΘ a px; ℓqu spans the space of holomorphic N-forms. We also describe a canonical choice giving a normalized basis of holomorphic N-forms.
Using (45) and (51) we firstly note that r ppxq " ppxq∆ and r R " R∆ are independent of the choice of ψ p0q N px, yq and are given by
Recall the Schottky group generator γ a for a P I of (6) for which
, dpγ a xq "´ρ a px´w a q 2 dx.
With r P a pxq " r p a pxqdx N and a ‰´b P I we find the infinite matrix product
provided |γ a x´w´a| ă |w b´w´a |. Assume that x P D so that x R ∆ a and hence γ a x P ∆´a. Thus γ a x R ∆ b and the inequality is satisfied using (7). Similarly, for a ‰´b, b ‰´c and x P D we find r P a pxq r
since γ a x P ∆´a implying γ a x R ∆ b so that γ b γ a x P ∆´b and hence γ b γ a x R ∆ c . For x P D and a 1 , . . . , a k P I with a i ‰´a i`1 for i " 1, . . . , k´1 then by induction r P a k pxq r R a k a k´1 r R a k´1 a k´2 . . . r R a 2 a 1 " r P a 1 pγ a 2 . . . γ a k xq.
Assume that the f ℓ pxq terms in ψ p0q N px, yq are holomorphic for |x´w a | ă r a for a P I for some r a . Recalling (50) we find, much as above, that r P a pxqQ a pyq " ÿ mě0ˆρ a x´w a˙m B pm,0q ψ p0q N pw´a, yq pγ a xq N dy 1´N " Ψ p0q N pγ a x, yq, for |γ a x´w´a| ă |y´w´a| and r´a. The first inequality holds provided x, y P D as above. Combining this result with (67) we obtain Proposition 5.1. Let x, y P D and a 1 , . . . , a k P I with a i ‰´a i`1 . Then
for |γx´w´a 1 | ă r´a 1 where γ " γ a 1 . . . γ a k is a reduced word in Γ of length k.
Assuming convergence (which depends on the choice of f ℓ pxq terms), we may sum over all a i and use r R a,´a " 0 to find that for k ě 1
where Γ k Ă Γ denotes the set of reduced words of length k. Then Ψ N px, yq of (61) can be re-expressed using (54) as the following Poincaré sum
We next consider a choice of Ψ p0q N of (21) for which Ψ N is convergent and is an example of what is referred to as a Green's function with Extended Meromorphicity or GEM form in [T1] . For N " 1 we let
Then the Poincaré sum (69) is convergent on D for x ‰ y, x ‰ 0 with [Bu, Bo] 
where ω a´b pxq is the differential of the third kind [Mu, Fa] . Ψ 1 px, yq is a 1-form in x but is a weight zero differential quasi-form in y where for a P I`we find [Bu] Ψ 1 px, yq´Ψ 1 px, γ a yq " ν a pxq,
where ν a pxq is a holomorphic 1-form normalized by 1 2πi
for standard homology cycle α a " C´a. We also find B y Ψ 1 px, yqdy " ÿ γPΓ dpγxqdy pγx´yq 2 " ωpx, yq,
where ωpx, yq is the symmetric normalized bidifferential of the second kind [Mu, Fa] For all N ě 2 we consider the Bers function [Be1] Ψ p0q N px, yq "
where A 0 , . . . , A 2N´2 P ΛpΓq are distinct limit points for Γ. Thus we find
where L i pyq " ś j‰i y´A j A i´Aj P Π 2N´2 pyq, the space of degree 2N´2 polynomials in y, determining the f ℓ pxq coefficients of (21). Then the Poincaré sum (69) is holomorphic on D for x ‰ y [Be1] . Ψ N px, yq is an N-form in x and a p1´Nq-form quasi-form in y (generalizing (72)) where for all γ P Γ [Be1, McIT, T1] Ψ N px, yq´Ψ N pγx, yq " 0,
where tΦ r pxqu d N r"1 is a basis 3 of dimension d N " pg´1qp2N´1q (by Riemann-Roch) of holomorphic N-forms and tΞ r u d N r"1 is a cohomology basis with Eichler 1-cocycle elements of the form Ξ r rγspyq " ξ r rγspyqdy 1´N for ξ r rγspyq P Π 2N´2 pyq obeying Ξrγλspyq " Ξrγspλyq`Ξrλspyq, @ γ, λ P Γ.
A coboundary cocycle is one of the form Ξ P rγspyq " P pγyq´P pyq for γ P Γ where P pyq " ppyqdy 1´N for ppyq P Π 2N´2 pyq. tΞ r u d N r"1 is then a basis for the cohomology space of cocycles modulo coboundaries. Lastly the N-forms are normalized [McIT, T1] 1 2πi
We also define a symmetric bidifferential of weight pN, Nq and holomorphic for x ‰ y:
Then, since B p2N´1q y ψ p0q N px, yq " px´yq´2 N , we may generalise (74) to find
5.2. The holomorphicity of Θ a px; ℓq. For N ě 2 with the choice (75), then Ψ N px, yq is holomorphic for x, y P D with x ‰ y. For a P I we consider the Laurent expansion ψ N px, yq " ř nPZ c a px; nqy n a for y a " y´w a . (76) implies that c a px; nqdx N is a holomorphic N-form. In particular, for ℓ " 0, . . . , 2N´2 and a P I and using (45), (50), (51) and (61) we obtain c a px; ℓq " 1 2πi ¿ Ca ψ N px, yqy´ℓ´1 a dy " χ a px; ℓq, of (56). Therefore χ a px; ℓqdx N and Θ a px; ℓq " θ a px; ℓqdx N of (59) are holomorphic Nforms for all N ě 2 for the Bers choice. Consider γ a y " w´a`ρ a {y a for a P I`. From (72) and (77), Ψ N px, yq´Ψ N px, γ a yq is a degree 2N´2 polynomial in y with coefficients given by holomorphic N-forms which may computed by identifying the following terms in the Laurent expansions
where y´a " ρ a {y a . Hence we find using (59) that Ψ N px, yq´Ψ N px, γ a yq " x N dy 1´N a 3 There is a difference in notation here in comparison to that of [T1] . In that paper the cohomology basis tΞ r u dN r"1 is mapped isomorphically by the Bers map to an N -form basis which is the Petersson dual of our N -form basis tΦ r pxqu dN r"1 .
Thus using (72) we conclude that for N " 1 Θ a px; 0q " ν a pxq,
for normalized 1-forms. For N ě 2, (82) can be compared to (77) for γ " γ a with canonical cocycle basis (84). Furthermore, since Γ is generated by γ a then (77) implies that tΘ a px; ℓqu for ℓ " 0, . . . , 2N´2 and a P I`spans the space of holomorphic Nforms. Lastly, we note (82) implies that Θ a px, ℓq can be written as a Poincaré series (and therefore so can every holomorphic N-form).
The following summary theorem describes the convergence and geometrical meaning of the universal coefficients tΘ a px; ℓqu for a P I`and ℓ " 0, . . . , 2N´2 and Ψ N px, yq in the Zhu recursion formulas of Theorem 4.2 for g ě 2.
Theorem 5.1. For N " 1 we may choose Ψ p0q 1 of (70) so that Ψ 1 px, yq " ω pgq y´0 pxq and Θ a px; 0q " ν pgq a pxq. For N ě 2 we may make the Bers choice for Ψ p0q N in (75) so that Ψ N px, yq is holomorphic for x ‰ y and is an N-form in x and a p1´Nq quasidifferential in y and where tΘ a px; ℓqu spans the space of holomorphic N-forms.
Combining Theorem 4.2, Corollary 4.1 and 5.1 we find that F pgq V pu, x; v, yq is a finite linear combination, with formal coefficients, of meromorphic functions in x with poles at x " y k P D. Furthermore we may identify the V -dependent formal coefficients O a pu; v, yq in 62 as follows Proof. Let x " x a`wa and using locality and associativity (23) (up to a common multiplier) we find
The result follows from the meromorphicity of F pgq V pu, x; v, yq in x. 5.3. General and canonical GEM forms. For N ě 2 we may define a canonical basis of gp2N´1q cocycles associated with the Schottky sewing scheme as follows [T1] . For a, b P I`and k " 0, . . . , 2N´2 and for Γ generator γ b we define Ξ ak rγ b spyq :" δ ab py´w a q k dy 1´N .
(78) determines the cocycle for all γ P Γ. There are 2N´1 relations modulo coboundaries on tΞ ak u. We may choose a cohomology basis tΞ ak u J indexed by pa, kq P J , a set of d N appropriate pa, kq values with 1 ď a ď g and 0 ď k ď 2N´2. Let tΦ ak u J be the corresponding basis of holomorphic N-forms with normalization (79). We may thus define a more general GEM form [T1] Ψ N px, yq :
where Ψ Bers N px, yq is the Bers choice and P ak pyq " p ak pyqdy 1´N for p ak pyq P Π 2N´2 pyq. Ψ N is holomorphic on D for x ‰ y and obeys (76) and (77) with Ξ ak rγs " Ξ Bers ak rγs`Ξ P ak rγs, for coboundary cocycle Ξ P ak rγspyq " P ak pγyq´P ak pyq. Furthermore, Zhu recursion of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 hold for any choice of GEM form (85) with B p0,jq Ψ N px, yq " B p0,jq Ψ Bers N px, yq for all j ě 2N´1. In particular (81) holds for all GEM forms. We may choose P ak pyq in order to construct a canonical GEM form 4 as follows [T1] Proposition 5.2. For N ě 2 and cohomology basis tΞ ak u J with normalized N-form basis tΦ ak u J , there exists a canonical GEM form Ψ Can N such that for pa, kq, pb, lq P J 1 2πi
Proposition 5.2 is a natural generalisation of the properties of ω y´0 pxq of (71) and (73) where, for N " 1, we have J " tpa, 0q|a P Iu, Ψ Can 1 px, yq " ω pgq y´0 pxq and Φ a0 " ν a . Since Ψ Bers N px, yq and Φ ak pxq have Poincaré sums, so also does the canonical GEM form for an appropriate choice of the coefficient functions f Can ℓ pxq in ψ p0q N px, yq. We therefore obtain the following refinement of the genus g Zhu recursion Theorem 4.2 (where a spanning set of N-forms is replaced by a basis):
Theorem 5.2 (Normalized Quasiprimary Genus g Zhu Recursion). For a canonical cohomology basis tΞ ak u J with corresponding holomorphic N-form basis tΦ ak u J and canonical GEM form Ψ Can N , the genus g n-point formal differential for a quasiprimary vector u of weight wtpuq " N satisfies the recursive identity 
. . .qdy j r .
"A ak pu; v, yq`0.
Some Applications
In this section we consider some applications of genus g Zhu recursion. We analyse all npoint correlation functions for the rank 1 Heisenberg VOA M using Ψ 1 px, yq " ω y´0 pxq. We also consider Virasoro n-point functions for general VOAs based on any choice of Ψ 2 px, yq. We determine various genus g conformal Ward identities which are determined in terms of variations with respect to the Schottky parameters C g and puncture coordinates on a punctured Riemann surface. Thus we explicitly realize the relationship between Virasoro correlation functions and variations in moduli space exploited in conformal field theory e.g. [EO] . Our analysis leads to several partial differential equations giving the variation with respect to (punctured) Riemann surface moduli of the Heisenberg VOA partition function Z pgq M , the bidifferential ωpx, yq, the projective connection spxq, the holomorphic 1-forms ν a and the period matrix Ω ab . The deeper relationship between Ψ 2 px, yq and the moduli variations is described in [T1] . Finally, we compute the genus g partition function for an even lattice VOA in terms of the Siegel lattice theta series and Z pgq M . 6.1. The Heisenberg VOA. The rank one Heisenberg VOA M is generated by a weight one vector h with rhpmq, hpnqs " mδ m,´n .
Genus g Zhu recursion implies (which generalises genus two results in [MT2, GT] ) Proposition 6.1. The n-point differential F pgq M ph, xq " 0 for odd n and for even n is given by where we sum over all fixed-point-free involutions σ " . . . prsq . . . of the labels t1, 2, . . . , nu.
Proof. Since hp0qv " 0 for every v P M it follows that Oph; h, xq " 0 so that, in particular, F pgq M ph, xq " 0. Theorem 4.2, (74) and the fact that hpjqh " δ j1 ½ for j ě 0 imply
where h at x k is omitted. The proof follows by induction.
F pgq M ph, xq is a generating function for all genus g n-point differentials of the Heisenberg VOA much as in [MT3] (Prop. 3.8) . Thus the Virasoro 1-point function can be found as follows. Using VOA associativity (23) we firstly note
But the Virasoro vector ω " 1 2 hp´1qh so that where tΘ a px, ℓqu spans the 3g´3 dimensional space of holomorphic 2-forms. In order to analyse the O a pω; ℓq terms we define differential operators B a,ℓ for a P I`and ℓ " 0, 1, 2 as follows:
These form a canonical basis for the tangent space T pC g q [T1]. But recalling (27), it follows that ρ a B ρa b´a " wtpb a qb´a so that
Lastly, for ℓ " 2 with ωp2q " Lp1q and using the adjoint relations (26) and (28) 
Define the differential operator [GT, T1] ∇ Cg pxq :"
Proposition 6.2. The Virasoro 1-point differential is given by
Remark 6.1. (95) is a generalization of the formula Z Zhu V pω, x;" qB q Z Zhu V pqq at genus one [Z] and a similar genus two result in [GT] .
The geometrical meaning of ∇ Cg pxq in terms of variations in the Schottky parameter space C g and the dependence of ∇ Cg pxq on the choice of GEM form Ψ 2 is discussed in [T1] . In particular, if we consider a new GEM form q Ψ 2 px, yq " Ψ 2 px, yq´Φpxqppyqdy´1 for a holomorphic 2-form Φpxq and polynomial ppyq P Π 2 pyq, then one finds q ∇ Cg pxq " ∇ Cg pxq`ΦpxqL Cg p , for sl 2 pCq generator L Cg p of (41). Thus Proposition 4.2 implies (95) holds for all choices of Ψ 2 . In general, SL 2 pCq invariance of C g of (8) implies that ∇ Cg pxq defines a natural differential operator ∇ Mg on the S g moduli space M g [T1] . In particular, for the canonical GEM form of Proposition 5.2 we have
with canonical holomorphic 2-form basis 5 tΦ aℓ u pa,ℓqPJ where J is a set of 3g´3 distinct pa, ℓq values as described in §5.3. In fact, for any moduli coordinates tm r u 3g´3 r"1 on M g there exists a corresponding 2-form basis tΦ r u 3g´3
r"1 such that [T1, O] ∇ Mg pxq " 3g´3 ÿ r"1 Φ r pxqB mr .
In summary Proposition 6.2 and 4.3 imply: Proposition 6.3. The Virasoro 1-point differential is given by
For the rank one Heisenberg VOA M, using (91) and (95) we obtain a generalization of a genus two result [GT] Proposition 6.4. The genus g partition function for the rank one Heisenberg VOA obeys the linear partial differential equation
Remark 6.2. We note that for r R of (66) with N " 1 then Z pgq M " detp1´r Rq´1 2 [TZ] . This is discussed further in [T2]. 6.3. Genus g Ward identities. We define a derivative operator on the parameter space C g,n :" C gˆp S g q n for a Riemann surface S g,n with n punctures y 1 , . . . , y n [T1, O] ∇ Cg,n pxq :" ∇ Cg pxq`n ÿ
The quasiperiodicity property (77) implies that ∇ Cg,n pxq is a vector field on C g,n [T1, O] . Using Theorems 4.2 and 5.1, we can derive genus g Ward identities of physics e.g. [EO] . Proposition 6.5. For primary vectors v k of weight wtpv k q for k " 1, . . . , n, we find 
We also have a Ward identity for Virasoro vector ω insertions at x, y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n . Proposition 6.6. The genus g Virasoro n-point differential obeys the identity F pgq V pω, x; ω, yq "˜∇ Cg,n pxq`2 n ÿ k"1
for Λ N of (80) and central charge C and where ω at y k is omitted. Remark 6.3. Propositions 6.5 and 6.6 are generalizations of genus two results in [GT] . We also note that similar expressions hold for U-module n-point functions for a subVOA U of V of (31) by Theorem 4.3.
The Ward identities (101) and (102) are independent of the choice of GEM function as follows. Consider a new GEM form q Ψ 2 px, yq " Ψ 2 px, yq´Φpxqppyqdy´1 for a holomorphic 2-form Φpxq and polynomial ppyq P Π 2 pyq. Then one finds [T1] q ∇ Cg,n pxq " ∇ Cg,n pxq`ΦpxqL Cg,n p , for L Cg,n p of (41). Thus with the new GEM form q Ψ 2 px, yq equation (101) wtpv k qB k ppy k q¸F pgq V pv, yq " 0, using SL 2 pCq invariance (42). A similar argument applies to (102) recalling that Λ 2 is independent of the choice of GEM form using (81). As before, SL 2 pCq invariance of C g,n implies that ∇ Cg,n pxq determines a differential operator ∇ Mg,n on S g,n moduli space M g,n where, in terms of a canonical GEM form, we have [T1, O] ∇ Mg,n pxq " ∇ Mg pxq`n ÿ k"1 dy k Ψ Can 2 px, y k qB y k .
Remark 6.4. Much as for Proposition 6.3, SL 2 pCq invariance of (101) and (102) imply we may choose a canonical GEM form Ψ Can 2 px, y k q and replace ∇ Cg,n by ∇ Mg,n in Propositions 6.5 and 6.6. 6.4. Some genus g linear partial differential equations. We now exploit some Heisenberg and Virasoro n-point correlation functions to obtain linear partial differential equations for the projective connection spxq, the bidifferential form ωpx, yq, the holomorphic 1-form ν a pxq and the period matrix Ω ab given by 2πiΩ ab :"
Proposition 6.7. spxq, ωpx, yq, ν a pxq and Ω ab satisfy the differential equations: ∇ C g,1 pxq`2Ψ p0,1q 2 px, yqdy¯spyq " 6`ωpx, yq 2´Λ 2 px, yq˘, (105)´∇ C g,2 pxq`Ψ p0,1q 2 px, yqdy`Ψ p0,1q 2 px, zqdz¯ωpy, zq " ωpx, yqωpx, zq, (106)´∇ C g,1 pxq`Ψ p0,1q 2 px, yqdy¯ν a pyq " ωpx, yqν a pxq, a P I`,
2πi∇ Cg pxqΩ ab " ν a pxqν b pxq, a, b P I`,
where ∇ C g,1 pxq " ∇ Cg pxq`dy Ψ 2 px, yqB y and ∇ C g,2 pxq " ∇ C g,1 pxq`dz Ψ 2 px, zqB z . Remark 6.5. These results are generalisations of genus two formulas [GT] . Following Remark 6.4 we may again choose a canonical GEM form Ψ Can 2 px, y k q and replace ∇ Cg,n by ∇ Mg,n in Proposition 6.7. In particular, equation (108) is equivalent to Rauch's formula [R] . The operators ∇ Mg pxq and ∇ Mg,n pxq are also discussed in [O] but the existence and a construction of the GEM form Ψ 2 was not shown. Some similar partial differential equations for Riemann surface structures (including the prime form) appear in [O] .
Proof. Consider the rank one Heisenberg VOA M. Using a similar approach to that leading to (90) and (91) 
But using Proposition 6.6 (with C " 1) and (91) Comparing these results yields (106).
We derive (107) and (108) by integrating (106) over the β a homology cycles. We first note using (6) and the moduli derivatives (92) that B b,ℓ pγ a yq " ρ a py´w a q ℓ´2 δ ab , for ℓ " 0, 1, 2 and for a, b P I`. Then we find using (82) that [T1] ∇ Cg pxqpγ a yq " pΨ 2 px, γ a yq´Ψ 2 px, yqq dpγ a yq.
Let ν b pyq " n b pyqdy so that n b pyq " n b pγ a yqpγ a yq 1 . (110) implies ∇ Cg pxqpγ a yqn b pγ a yq " pΨ 2 px, γ a yq´Ψ 2 px, yqq ν b pyq.
Similarly letting ωpy, zq " f py, zqdz we find that ∇ Cg pxqpγ a zqf py, γ a zq " pΨ 2 px, γ a zq´Ψ 2 px, zqq ωpy, zq.
(72) implies ν a pyq " ű βa ωpy,¨q on identifying β a as a curve from a base point z to γ a z. We therefore find that with ∇ C g,1 pxq " ∇ Cg pxq`dy Ψ 2 px, yqB y then (112) implies ∇ C g,1 pxqν a pyq " ∇ C g,1 pxq¨¿ βa ωpy,¨q‚" ¿ βa ∇ C g,1 pxqωpy,¨q`∇ Cg pxqpγ a zqf py, γ a zq " ¿ βa ∇ C g,1 pxqωpy,¨q`pΨ 2 px, γ a zq´Ψ 2 px, zqq ωpy, zq " ¿ βa ∇ C g,1 pxqωpy,¨q`¿ βa d pΨ 2 px,¨qωpy,¨qq " ωpx, yqν a pxq´Ψ p0,1q 2 px, yqdy ν a pyq, from (106). Therefore (107) holds.
The genus g Siegel lattice theta function is defined by Θ L pΩq :" ÿ λPL g e iπ λ.Ω.λ .
Using (32) we therefore find Proposition 6.9. The genus g partition function for a lattice VOA V L is given by
Remark 6.6. This result is confirmed by an alternative combinatorial approach in [T2] . It appears to contradict recent results in [Co] concerning the genus g partition function for an even self-dual lattice VOA.
